EP-RS232-PRO
LED CONTROLLER

EPIC'S ADVANCED RS232 CONTROLLER

THE MOST POWERFUL IN THE MARKET TODAY
The EP-RS232-PRO LED Controller is a highly professional and intelligent system to control
common anode LED lighting or incadescent light bulbs via 2-way RS232 serial commands.
The EP-RS232-PRO provides 4 high current channel to create light scenes. The controller
can also operate in a standalone mode which includes pre-programmed light sequences. This
LED controller is ideal used for flexible ThinGlowTM LED strips. The EP-RS232-PRO LED
Controller also operate independantly or integrated into a whole-house control system.

EPICTM RS232 SERIAL CONTROLLER
BEYOND THE LIMITS!
2101 West Central Blvd. Orlando, Florida 32905 Tel: 1.800.507.5714 Wesite: www.rs232ledcontroller.com

EP-RS232-PRO
LED CONTROLLER

USING CHROMATHERAPY IN YOUR
HOME COMMERCIAL LIGHTING
Color changing lighting touches us on a very deep intuitive level. Whether you realize it
or not, colors speak very loud to our subconscious and have a positive or negative reaction
within 90 seconds. The lighting you select for a room will impact you on a very deep level
every time you spend time in that room so consciously choosing the right color light for
your home or office design with this in mind is very important.
Choosing a lighting scheme for the room you're decorating should take into consideration
the people who will most frequently be in the room and what energy or feelings you may
want to evoke or create in that atmosphere.

THE HEALING POWER OF COLOR: CHROMATHERAPY
RED: 		

Stimulating and exciting. Activates circulation and wakes up the senses.

ORANGE:

Soothing and pain-relieving. Stimulates the respiratory system and soothes muscular pain.

YELLOW:

Digestive and creative. Promotes digestion and increases brain activity.

GREEN:

Calming and stabilizing. Relaxes the entire body and stabilizes emotions.

BLUE: 		

Relaxing and soothing. Reduces blood pressure and stress and soothes the soul.

VIOLET:
Immunizing and appeasing. Stimulates the immune system, detoxifies the body, and reduces
		 anxiety

EP-RS232 DAZZLING LIGHT SCENES:

SUNSET

TRANQUILITY

MORNING SKY

ROMANCE

ROYAL

Amber, Gold, & RGB White

Blue, Light Blue, and

Blue and RGB White

Red and Pink

Pink and Violet

Light Green

RAINBOW

MARDI GRAS

COOL CABARET

USA

TWILIGHT

All - Slow Colors

All - Medium Colors

All - Fast Colors

Blue, Red, and White

Violet and Blue
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